
Ootober 21; 1915

The American Metal Company, Ltd.,
#61 Broadway,

New York City.
Dear Sins:

THE DOCTOR MINE
Conclusions

The property has no are opened that will permit of
measurement, and that can be considered as proven. The only
ore that can be oonsidered as probably, is that below the sill
floor of the present stope, - 3000 tons. I consider the pos-
sibilities limited. The present sill floor level appears to
limit the area of 30% are, and the low grade are that shows on
three sides of the present stope is not of any great areal
extent. This is proven by lack ~f are in shafts that are down
on three sides of the present are body. In the South end of
the stope, in which direction there is no shaft down to proVe
this, lime has come in, which apprently limits the stope in that
direction.

The property has been worked in a small way since
1880 for oxidized lead ores. The old lead stopes are close to
the surface and are not now accessible; as shown by the caves on
the surface, the gophering nature of the drifts, the evidence of
numberous shallow shafts, etc., the lead stopes were both small
and irregular. The area comprising the old workings is about
600 x 300 feet.

The contact between the blue lime and the underlying
dol?mlte where the are makes, is evidently rather flat. At no
pla~e on the surface is the contact in evidence. The blue lime
can be traced some distance and this might be taken as implying
the lower formation. The contact with the dolomite may contain
some are, but there is no evidence that it does to be seen from
the surface, and prospecting to prove it would certainly be in
the nature of "wild catting".

In the area I considered as mineralized, the lead out-
crops on the surface in places, and some of the old stopes were
not much more than open cuts.

The country has been prospected for years"and if
similar outcrops existed in other places in the lime area, it
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would have been prospected long ago.
If the property were located nearer to transportation,

the possibilities within the area of the old stopes are attractive
enough. in a small way, to justify further exploration. I cannot,
however, conceive that there is any possibility of a large enough
tonnage being developed to justify providing transportation
facilities, without which the property cannothope to operate on
less than a 6¢ market. Then too, there is always the possibility
that new stopes, which I -am confident further exploration will open,
might not be as high grade as the present ore they are mining.
The chances for the carbonate running below 30% I consider better.
than for it being more. I believe you will find the evidence in
the body of this report, conclusive that we are not justified in
entertaining the propositi9n.

Location
The property is located thirty miles Northeast of

Gunnison and about fifteen miles South of the coal camp of Crested
Butte. It is one and one-half miles East of Spring Creek, one
of the numerous branches of the Gunnison.

Property
The property that I looked over consists of seven ten-

acre patented claims belonging to the Doctor Mining Company,
which, I understand, is an Ohio concern. They also own two other
claims, one to the East in the quartzite, and one about 3000 feet
West of the principal group, in the shale -- which are not shown
on the map. The claims noted on the map as "H.&R." belong to
Messrs. Hoheiser & Rantz and are not patented. Two of them, you
will note, are ten-acre claims and one twenty-acre. The area on
the map marked "Gunnison" comprises five ten-acre claims which
belong cO parties in Gunnison, Colorado, and on which, I under-
stand, Mr. Robinson has recently acquire an option. Mr. Robinson
also has an option on the H.&i. claims, and as you are aware, has
an option on the Hoheiser lease on the Doctor claims, which runs
for four years from November 16, 1915.

Geology
Referring to the claim map, the dotted line thereon

shows approximately the area of the limestone. The country is
heavily covered with soill outcrops are obscrue, and this, to-
gether with a light fall of snow, made it rather difficult to get
a very good idea of geological conditions. It was furthermore
difficult to do this on account of the old workings being ca~ed.
Most of the ones that are accessible are in such shape that lit-
tle idea can be gained from them.

You will note on the map that the area West of the
dotted lines follow approximately the courses of gulches which
I am inclined to believe are along fault lines. On the top of
the hill marked "quartzite and shale" there is a small area of
lime. I judge from this that the lime area shown on the map
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is a fault block and is on the down-throw side. The blue lime-
stone, from what Hoheiser told me of his work in the 200 ft.
shaft, is 80 ft. thick, as this is on the crest of the hill, and
the old workings are on the lower part of the hill, consequently
erosion brings the contact on that side nearer the surface.

In no place could I get any accurate idea of the dip
of the limestone; all the evidence I could get was to the effect
that the general dip of the limestone-was to the West. The ore
body they are working appears to lie in the blue limestone. The
hanging wall of their stope shows several feet of gouge and low
grade zinc are. They have encountered the limestone in the
bottom of their winze, but it is impossible to tell whether this
is the dolomite or the blue limestone. There are no instrusive
rocks in the vicinity of the mine, in fact, the only igneous
rock I saw was granite, in coming through Spring Creek canon on
the way to the mine, several miles South.

Workings
The main shaft is down 63 feet to the sill floor. hey

encountered the are at 50 ft. The West corner of the shaft is in
limestone. In the cross-cut from the 81 ft. shaft is where the
are was first encountered, and here it shows about a foot thick
in the bottom of the cross-cut, and gradually gets thicker SR
they aavance to the South. The middle third of the stope is four
sets wide and three sets high, to the hanging wall. On both the
East and West sides the are is lower grade, in the neighborhood
of 20%. In the Southwest end of the stope, limestone has come in
and apparently has the direction shown on the map, and I believe
is going to be the end of the ore body. At the point where the
arrow is marked down, the ore appears to have a slight dip, how-
ever, I am of the opinion that this are body will not go much
farther in this direction.

In the Southeast corner of the stope, there is a
tendency in the upport part of the stope for the ore to have a
pitch upward, but while the ore body will probably be a little
wider at this end, I do not think it will add any great amount
to the tonnage. The winze is down 16 feet, but apparently it
has reached the bottom of the ore as the East end of the winze
is in limestone.

As I trust this description and map will make clear
to you, their work apparently delimits the body of ore they are
stoping, and the only tonnage that can be considered probably is
that below the present sill floor. The 81 ft. shaft noted on
the map is only accessible to the 53 ft. level, which corresponds
to the 63 ft. level in the main shaft. This shaft is oribbed
and nothing can be seen in it, and jUdging from the dump, it did
not out any ore.
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There is a oross-out from this 81 ft. shaft to the main
shaft, which is mostly through caved ground that was worked for
lead, but no zino is apparent until just before they encountered
the body they are now stoping. There is a conneotion from the 53
ft. level of this 81 ft. shaft, to the "jaok" shaft which is 90
ft. East of the main shaft, - and whioh is open to a depth equiva-
lent to 113 ft. on the main shaft. It is ooved, howeverr from the
surfaoe to about 50 feet. The last 20 ft. of this "jaok I shaft
shows zino ore that apparently dips to the East. This does not
seem to follow the bedding planes but is apparently a fissure in
the solomite, and dips strongly to the East. A oross-out in 90
feet West from this shaft at the 113 ft. level shows irregular
patohes of low grade zino ore, but there is no evidence of any
extensive body.

200 Ft. Shaft
This shaft is not aocessible, but Mr. Hoheiser informs

me that it went through 40 ft. of drift, then through 80 ft. of
blue limestone where he caught the oontaot with the dolomite, but
this showed no ore with the exception of a small amount of very
low grade galena, specimens of which he showed me. At 150 ft.
the shaft cut a water course in the dolomite that showed 5 ft.
of zino carbonate of low grade. These more or less vertical
shoots which, acoording to Hoheiser are in the'dolomite, I do not
believe would respond to develo~ent as they are probably in the
nature of fraotures that have been enlarged by solutions, and I
do not believe would prove of any extent. The limestone is much
more favorable for replacement by the zinc solutions than the
dolomitE!l"and undoubtedly the zinc deposits will be confined
largely to the lime as were the lead deposits.

Mr. Hoheiser states that from the 150 ft. level of the
200 ft. shaft he ran a drift in East 117 ft., but this did not
locate any ore. This rather bears out my idea that the blue lime
dips to the West, and that driving as he did, he was under it.
Where he should have done this work, I should think, would have
been along the contact. The 45 ft. shaft was in the blue lime-
stone all the way and shows nothing else.

Tunnel No.1 is in about 200 ft., according to Mr.
Hoheiser, and is not now accessible. He stated that the work
.disclosed nothing of importance, and judging from the dump his
statement is correct. If this tunnel were continued farther to
the South it would get within the mineralized zone and under the
old lead stopes, but the lead stopes at this end were apparently
smaller than the stopes to the South.

Tunnel marked No.2 is driven in 200 ft. under the old
lead stopes and is about 40 ft. below the collar of the main
shaft. It shows some low grade zinc in pockets with bunches of
lime intermixed. The best showings are on the North side of the
drift. It is possible that the tunnel is not in far enough to
reach the contact and it is worthy of further work, as a short
distance North and West of this tunnel is apparently where they
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had their largest stopes of lead ore.
Transport.ation

The nearest accessible railroad point is Almont on the
Crested Butte branch of the D. & R.G. This is 80 miles from the
mine and the freight rate is $5.00 per ton. The road which is
far from being a good one, although it has no excessive grades,
follows along the Taylor river canon seven miles, and then to its
junction with Spring Creek, thence up Spring Creek canon, about
11 miles, to where it reaches relatively open cfuuntry. To this
point the road has followed the water grade, but to the mine the
road is rather steep. At this point is the one place where an
aerial tram would be of service, and this would only cut off
about 50i per ton from the present cost of hauling. To build a
railroad down this canon would be extremely expensive. It would
mean mountain construction of the most difficult kind, and in
ten miles drive through Spring Creek canon I counted 16 snow
slides. None of these are as large as those in the San Juan, but
they are plenty large enough to make trouble.

Mr. Hoheiser informs me, and I do not question his
statement, that from six weeks to two months in the Spring he will
not be able to haul over the present road.

Shipments
Up to the present time they have shipped 2200 tons of

ore which has averaged a little better than 30% • one shipment
running slightly under 28% and a few that have been as high as
34.85%.

Terms
Mr. Hoheiser, as yoU are aware, has a lease from the

Doctor,Mining Company. When he discovered.this~e he sought a
market, and he and his partners made an arrangement with Messrs.
Anderson & Newton who, I understand are the Manager and S11perin-
tendent respectively of the Smuggler mine at Aspen, by which
they a greed to pay Anderson & Newton $1.70 per ton commission
for finding them a market for their ore. This contract extends
for the life Of the lease; so that it puts the selling of all the
ore the property produces in the hands of Anderson & Newton who,
in turn, dispose of it to Mr. Hyman, and he to Donora.

Heheiser's lease calls for a royalty of 1510 to the
Doctor Mining Company. I was unable to find out, and naturally
Hoheiser doesn't know, what Donora pays for the orel but Ander-
son and Newton pay him $21.00 for this 5000 ton lot, loaded on
cars at A~mont. Unit variation $1.50 up and dovm. No price
variation: This nets the lease then as followsl $21.00
Mining
Hauling
Commission
Royalty

$3.50
5.00
1.70
3.05 Per tonYours very truly, H. L.

$ 7.75Brown
13.25


